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VACATION
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BY ALBERT MARSHBURN

With the approach of. the summer
months and vacation the average student,
tired of school life and his books, often
hears the "call of the wild" and if it is possible, hiL answers that call. Last summer
a group of college students spent their vacation in the heart of the Sierra Nevadas
far from the clang of the street car and
the insistent call of the telephone.
Owens Valley, nestled in between the
mighty Sierra Nevadas and the Inyo mountains, proved to be a Utopia to the college
student. Jost back of the farm house
Mount Williamson, towering up to an altitude of 14,000 feet, stood as a silent sentinel over the little valley and in the evening threw its shadow far across the valley
to the Inyo mountains, still bathed by the
rays Of the setting sun in a glow of light
and color. To the south, Owens Lake, a
beautiful body of water, lay in the evening
stnlight like a huge mirror between the
mountain ranges.
But while the valley has been richly endowed by Nature, it has been so far from
the beaten paths of trade and civilization
that its beauty. is not generally known.
Some of the earliest California pioneers gettied in the valley, earning a livelihood from
the fertile soil and making history in.
,bloody conflicts with the Indians.
The children of these pioneers grew up
in the valley, almost forgetting that there
was a world beyond the mountains, and
here they have lived in an Arcadian simplicity, supplying their needs by stock raising and farming.
But the past few years have seen a
change. The city of Los Angeles is reach-

ing up into the heart of the Sierras for water, and a railroad is being built to open up
one of the richest districts to the market.
But the college students found it still
"wild and woolly," th ideal spot for a summer of work and pleasure.
The party, composed of Misses Aida
Nordyke and Frances Williams and Frank
Crites, Esek Perry, Milton Nordyke, Burtis
Healton, Albert Marshburn, Walter Cammach and Floyd Purdy, took a train from
the Arcade depot June ioth, leaving behind
them the cares of school life.
The following clippings are purloined
from the diary of one of the number and
go to prove that the summer held much of
pleasure as well as profit.
June io, 9 p. m.—Leaving the Arcade
station. All here but Crites. Perry says
he will get on at Burbank. Crites, redheaded and breathless, appears and takes
the seat that has been saved for him.
3 a. m.—Mojave. "God made the country, but man made the town." What an
indictment of mankind.
4 a. m.—The boys take a stroll out to
the cemetery. Ghastly hour of the night.
6 a. m.—Take breakfast at station resaurant. "None but the brave can face the
tare."
8 a. m.—Started at last on the jerkwater train for Olancha. We are crossing
the desert at a snail pace and the conductor
practices target shooting from the baggage
car windows.
5 p. m.—Arrive at Olancha, end of the
line. Just 250 miles from nowhere. Mr.
and Mrs. Nordyke meet us to take us thirty-eight miles further.

Satisfaction in Express and Hauling. Prices Reasonable. GEO. EDDY. Phone 58, Res. 4393
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9 p. m.—Camp at Cottonwood Creek
near Owens Lake. Where is the sugar for
the coffee? Return for the night to sleep
on soft side of granite boulder.
June 11, 5 a: m.—Breakfast is ready.
Perry says he is hungry enough to eat the
skunk that disturbed him last night, but
seems satisfied with ham, rolls and coffee;
more rolls and jam.
io a. m.—Milton, Frank and Burtis decide to walk the rest of the way, a distance
of twenty miles, making a short cut through
the Alabama hills. Peace to their ashes.
June 12--Getting settled for the summer.
Cut each other's hair. Artistic and elaborate finish put on Crites' and Marshburn's
heads.
June 25.—Been following Maud Muller's
example and putting up the hay. Frances
takes horseback ride on Queenie, the gray
saddle pony. Owner does not object. 'Nuf
sed.
June 28.—Go fishing in Owens river.
Fail to get many fish but have several bites
—mosquito bites.
July 2.—Go to the mountains to spend
the Fourth. Crites drives the provision

• Parthenian
The girls of the preparatory department
held the first meeting of their literary society, the Parthenian, Sept. 23rd.
The numbers of the program were:
Piano Solo—Jean Stokes.
Reading—Stella Bruyn.
Extemporaneous Speeches—Madge Horton, Lois Clarke.
Pantomime—Mary White.
The Parthenian has been very helpful in
developing the literary abilities of the
younger girls and it is hoped that it will
be as successful this year as it has been in
the past.

KEYS FITTED,

wagon and nearly ditches Frances and all
the grub over the precipice. Happy and
timely rescue of the grub.
July 3.—Trout breakfast. Ain't it good,
though?
July 4.—Spent the day in the snow of
Mount Williamson. A chilly Fourth.
July 5.—Back to work again on ranch.
More haying to do and "no rest for the
wicked."
July '0.—Been sleeping out on the hay
stack. For apartments apply to Healton.
July 15.—Been making cider vinegar out
of windfall apples. Who drinks the most
cider is a hotly debated question.
August 7.—Been swimming down at
aqueduct. Purdy and Marshburn just
learning to swim. Purdy drowns—almost.
August 14.—News item from Whittier:
White is going to get married. Greatest
sensation since Jeffries-Johnson fight was
reported.
September 3.—Go snipe hunting. Marshburn holds the bag and catches a sucker.
September 10.—Back to school. "Best
summer we ever had. Good-bye."
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rather foolish habit, adding "witto Bulletin notices. That "humor"
much better used in a certain deof the Acropolis.

In answer to many inquiries we will say
that it is not a new kind of breakfast food
put on the, football field for the nourishment of the "huskies." It is sawdust.
When the new enclosure around the athletic field is made, no one needs to take afence. Just cheerfully pay admission and
leave the fence where it's put.
W. H. (translating German)—The old
man came slowly coughing up the step.
WIIITTftR CYCLERY
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Someone has said, or, more likely, many
a one has said, "It's good to be here." No
matter about the authorship of it, the fact
1 enlains that whoever first said it, invented
a very expressive phrase.
"It's good to be here" expresses the way
most of us that were in Whittier College
last year feel this year as we look about
us. Inside and outside of the college some
thing reminds us of the fact that Whittier
Cllege is considerably ahead of where it
stood last year.
What does it mean that we have been
Z,
an annual $300 scholarship to Hayerford? What does it mean that our old
.thletic field has been enlarged to standard
sizee and completely equipped with bleachers and tranng quarters? What do the
numerous other improvements mean? Advancement; concrete, evident advancement

is the answer and that is why we can truly
exclaim, "It's good to be here."
But there are two radically different
meanings in this expression, or rather there
are two different spirits in which it can
be said. We can look at the new bleachers
from the standpoint of appreciating what
a fine place they afford for killing time in
the sun. Again, we may look at them from
the standpoint of realizing that if our
Alumni think the institution worth while
enough to put their time and money into
this contribution, it must be a big privilege.
to be in it ourselves. We can exclaim
"It's good to be here" from either one of
these standpoints, and sincerely mean it. If
we appreciate the first significance of the
bleachers, we can enjoy a fine, comfortable
sleep and things will have to worry along
without us. But if we read the latter mean-
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ing into the structure we will probably add
to ourselves, "It's also a good thing for me
that I can be here," and we'll roll up our
sleeves and do things.
"It's good to be here," is a simple expression, but 'the meaning that "It" has to
us will tell, to a large extent what we, individually or as a college, will accomplish
this year.
This issue is the first of the two Thanksgiving numbers we will publish this year.
Next month we will be giving thanks because everyone else is doing the same, but
this month we are giving thanks for all the

good things that have come to Whittier
College since the last issue of the Acropolis.
The Haverford Scholarship, the new
athletic field, the prospective campus improvements, the permission to enter our
Preps in athletic contests, the new matting
in the hails—all these afford cause for
Thanksgiving. If it did not look so tame
on paper, we would stop right here and
give a "walkaway" for everything in general. At any rate, this is our first Thanksgiving issue.

MEN'S GLEE CLUB
The Men's Glee Club got an early start
this season, as practice was started the second week of school. Most of last year's
club is back and as several new members
are enrolled, it will serve to put new timber into this year's work.
The club organized several weeks ago
electing officers and making arrangements
to draw up a constitution. The officers
elected were
Samuel Pickett, president.
Jesse Stanfield, secretary and treasurer.
Bailey Howard, business manager.
Hadley Kelsey, librarian.

Henry Whitlock, correspondent.
At present the club is working on two
rather heavy numbers and is also learning
lighter selections to vary the program.
Practice takes place Tuesday and Friday
evenings and by Christmas the club should
have a well balanced program ready for
concert dates.
There are still places to be filled in the
tenor ranks and any mn that can sing
club for a tryout. The only entrance requirements are an ear for music and a
voice for the same thing.

0

If Dr. Coffin's average of one insane person to every three hundred rational beings
holds true, we ought to be glad there are
not three hundred students in college.
No prize will be given this year for the
noisiest person in the halls, so it's not obligatory that practice for this event be continued.

Simple—How are a hill and a lazy dog
alike?
Dimple—I'll give up.
Simple—Well, a hill is a slope up and a
lazy dog is a slow pup.
Anna (at the Soph-Fresh party)—Say.
Vivian, have you got your will made?
Vivian—No, I brought him with me.

FOR YOUR NEW SUIT COME TO THE TOGGERY
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STUDENT BODY RECEPTION
On Friday evening, September 23,. 1910,
the annual reception of the College Student
Body to the new students, the Alumni, the
Faculty, the College Board and invited
guests was given. About one hundred and
seventy-five people enjoyed this brilliant
event.
Guests were received in the Association
Hall, which was very artistically decorated
with asparagus plumosis and cut flowers,
and the walls hung with banners commemorating oratorical and athletic victories.
The reception committee of college girls
pinned upon the guests as they entered
slips with the bearer's name so that the
"getting acquainted" was much easier.
A splendid program which followed the
social hour included:
Male Quartet. "The Cooper's Story," Adelbert Post,Henry Whitlock, Bert Hill and
Raymond Ellis.
Piano Solo—Miss Jean Stokes.
Vocal Solo—"That Day," Jesse Stanfi Id.
Mr. Sam Pickett. oresident of the Student Body, expressed the greetings of the
Student Body to new students and wel-

comed all guests present. Miss Frances
Williams, president of the Y. W. C. A.,
extended welcome on behalf of that association, and John Pearson, president of the
Y. M. C. A., added the particular greetings
of that association. President Newlin,
with a happy little speech, concluded the
greetings of the College and spoke optimistically concerning the year's accomplishments and prospects.
Other musical numbers which followed
the speeches included vocal solos by Miss
Marion Plummer and Miss Elizabeth Milhous, and an instrumental duet by Fern
Cox and Lucile Hodgins.
A novel game which furnished much
amusement was an advertisement guessing
contest. Trade marks from well known
advertisers were pinned about the walls
and it was required to write the name of
the firm or article the cuts represented.
Ads from the local papers were also
pinned on the backs of guests, who guessed
what label they were bearing by the remarks of those who could read them.
Partners for supper were chosen by
matching duplicate want ads. The delicious

GREGG, BATES & GREGG WRITE FIRE INSURANCE
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refreshments consisted of brick sherbet and
lady fingers.
The delightful evening closed -.,vitli the
singing of the College song.
Senior Class Party
The Senior Class has begun the year
very auspiciously, at least from a social
standpoint. During the second week of
school Misses Cammach and Jessup issued
invitations to all the class to spend an evening at the cottage. The time was spent
in various games. Chief among these was
a gum chewing contest, in which it is whispered that some of the contestants so well
remembered their youth as to excel in the
art. This contest was followed by other
feats of a serious, mental nature.
Later in the evening the dining room
doors were thrown open and the class invited to find their names at the beautifully
decorated table. This occasioned much
merriment, as the names were written
backward. While at the table a class prophecy was started by President Newlin,
each guest then following in turn. The class
was promised a brilliant future.
After this the guests departed, feeling
they had passed an unusually pleasant
evening. Those present besides the class
members were President and Mrs. Newlin, Misses Howard, Tomlinson, Dowell.
Smith, and Messrs. White, Nanny and
Wilcox.

THE JUNIOR "DO"
The Juniors decided to introduce thenselves each to each by taking a trip tc the
new reservoir on October i. In vi-,w of
their past record for such things it is needless to say that the blowout was a particularly jolly one, also that the number of
sandwiches stowed away was a matter
worth handing down in history, and the
grapes and melons—well, the crowd really
felt it necessary to come home a rounda-

bout way in order to avoid being accused
of falling into the reservoir or caught in
the rain.

SOPHOMORE-FRESHMEN
RECEPTION
Friday evening, October 7, the Sophomore Class gave a most delightful reception to the Freshman Class at the home of
Bertha Hoskins. The affair took the form
of a Japanese evening. The house was very
artistically decorated with Japanese lanterns and fans. As the guests arrived they
were welcomed by the four Sophomore
girls, beautifully gowned in Japanese attire. When all had arrived this charming
quartette sang a Japanese song.
Partners were then found for the Bell
March by matching halves of Japanese
cards. After all the girls had talked to
all the men, numbers were given each. As
the numbers were called the owner had to
rise and claim his fate without smiling.
No doubt these prophecies will all prove
true. One young man is to invent a
clock which will stop promptly at 9 o'clock
every night; another will soon enter the
matrimonial field, while, alas, one young
lady must wait until leap year.
Mr. Stanfield then favored all with a
catchy little Japanese song.
In the game of Consequences, which followed, each class discovered how it was
estimated by the other. When the question
was asked why the screen was placed before the bleachers, the following answer
was given: To keep the Freshmen from
playing with the football. How very absurd.
Slips of paper bearing the names of familiar songs were given to all. Partners
were found for the next number on the
program, the peanut race, by the
girls humming and the boys whistling the

Go to the "QUAKER CAFETERIA," Exchange Building, Third and Hill Sts., Los Angeles
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tune corresponding to the song on his or
her slip of paper. Miss Moore and IVIr.
Hoskins won the prizes, small Japanese
fans, for carrying the largest -number of
peanuts on the back of a knife across the
room in a limited amount of time.
Then bibs were pinned on the Freshmen
to keep them from soiling their party
clothes. Refreshments of brick ice cream
and Japanese rice cakes were served. Each
guest was presented with a small Japanese
doll as a souvenir.
After singing several popular songs the
Freshmen left early, for children so young
should not be out late. Although the Class
Of '14 are as yet young and inexperienced,
they are sure they had a solendid time and
that the Sophomores are ideal entertainers.

twenty of her young friends at her residence on North Painter avenue.
The evening was spent with parlor
games, while several musical selections and
songs were rendered by the Misses Mary
Robinson, Lois Johinson and Lois Clark.
The great feature of the occasion, however,
was the taffypull on the front lawn.
The party broke up at an early (?) hour,
everyone voting Miss Clark a most charming hostess. Those present were: Misses
Ada Kendall, Davina Todd, Helen Johnson.
Myrle Miller, Madge Horton, Alice Armstrong, Mary Robbinson, Olive Milhous,
Mildred Kenworthy, Gladys Seal, Lois
Johnson, Lois Clark; and Messrs. Oscar.
Marshburn, Raymond McKusick, Lewis
Cox, Merritt Clemens and Donald Douglas.
W.

THE FRESHMEN AFFAIR
The Freshman Class inaugurated the social season with a blowout Friday evening.
September 17. The members did not know)
their destination when they started, but after walking through plowed ground, crossing canyons and .raw1ing under fences, all
safe1 v arrived at Turnbull Canyon. 'There
the boys built a iuge bonfire. Coffee was
made and a picnic lunch spread, much to
the pleasure of all. Sandwiches, olives,
grapes and cakes rapidly vanished. Wher
each had eaten all that was possible, they
gathered around the fire and toasted marshmallows. Ghost stories were suggested,
but being objected to by some of the members of the class, did not form a part of the
program. At an "early", hour the class
wended their way homeward in the moonlirht, declaring the first affair of the Class
Of '14 was a success.

PREPARATORY FUNCTION
On the evening of September 30, Miss
Lois Clark delightfully entertained about

ii

C. T U. RECEPTION

Monday night, October 3, a splendid reception was given in the M. E. church by
the W. C. T. U. in honor of the teachers
of Whittier schools and those in the vicinity. The hour of entertainment was presided over by Mrs. I. Henry Johnson.
The program was as follows:
Organ Recital—Mr. Leonard Smith.
Invocation—Rev. Edwin McGrew.
Music—College Quartette.
Address of Welcome—Mrs. John - Harvey.
Address of Response—Prof. Milo Hunt.
Vocal Solo—Prof. Wilcox.
Piano Solo—Prof. Vetter.
Readings—Mrs. Andrews.
Violin Quartette—Mrs. Carl Seamans;
Misses Way, Ashton and Mr. McDill.
All of the numbers were thoroughly enjoyed. Refreshments were served to
about one hundred and fifty guests. The
evening was a very pleasant. one, bringing
together the promoters of two great movenients, that of temperance and education.

SEE TRJPLFTT FOR WALL PAPER AND PAINTS
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The annual Y. M. C. A. Jolly-up was
held this year the evening of September 16.
Almost all of the male contingent of the
College was there in old clothes, but a few
that were new to the affair unfortunately
wore respectable clothes.
The first thing that took place was a
sort of prolonged slide for life by all the
new fellows. En route, they furnished

much amusement and muscular exercise for
the "old fellows," who kindly assisted them
on their way. This stunt ended in a
"rough house," as did several other things
that evening.
A relay between classes was then proposed and after much exhibition of speed
and argumentation the Sophomores wrested victory from all the others, including
a faculty team. Several games of "black
man" came next and then after another
"warm" game, it was decided that appetites were about right for watermelon.
For the next half hour a gurgling sound
was all that could be distinguished, punctuated at intervals by a thud, thud, as pieces
of watermelon rind fell into the garbage
wagon. The number of watermelons that
disappeared is fabulous and will not be published, but there were more than enough
and after everyone was satisfied the Jollyup broke tip and every fellow felt better
acquainted with everyone else.

We would all like to know when the
president is going to reopen his poultry
business. Last year he was quite success-

ful in raising chickens over night, but he
gave the fowls to Profs. Lewis and Muchmore as souvenirs, probably.

Y. W. C.

A. SPREAD

The Y. W. C. A. gave its Annual Shirtwaist Spread in honor of the new girls
Wednesday afternoon, September 14, on the
College campus. A game was played in
which each girl was supposed to learn
the names of the other girls. After a social
time, potato chips, watermelon, cakes and
fruit were served. The girls left, feeling
much better acquainted and glad to be
members of the Y. W. C. A.

Y. M. C. A. JOLLY-UP

the Acropolis
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THE FOOTBALL SITUATION
In the push and stress of college life,
getting adjusted to new subjects, surroundings and people, or getting readjusted to
old, as the case may be, the athletic situation demands more or less of our attention and thought. It is pleasing to note
that a greater number than usual of our
busy men have given it sufficient attention
to reach a decision to personally conduct
a willing mind and body in its support.
Having such a splendid example of loyalty
and faith set before us by the College
Alumni has stimulated the interest and
brought out greater enthusiasm and larger
numbers. That the effort to bOost athletics
by a new and complete athletic field has
been and is being appreciated is proved by
our material on the football leld.
This interest of Student Body and
throughout the community is not only excited through others' efforts in our behalf,
but by our own efforts of last fall. Our
football accomplishments last year were
certainly creditable, though we were few in
number. Therefore, why shouldn't our flag
of honor be hoisted some notches higher?
Having a nucleus of old men, stronger and

many new acquisitions of weight, speed and
wiser in football knowledge than ever, and
experience, creating some lively competition, Whittier College through concentrated
effort should have a football team of which
she might easily be proud.
At the close of season of 'og we had a
defense as good as any in Southern California. This year, nearly all of those forwards are back in the school and in addition, many others who should be their
equals before many weeks. Many of Our
new line men haven't the wealth of experience, but they do have the physical requirements that go to make up a valuable football man in time.
In '09 our offense was far from bad.
Pomona and Throop, among others, can
verify that statement. Our main reliance
was a well directed forward pass and a
first-class line plunger. This year we have
the latter ready now and the other will
come later, as that style of game works
efficiently only with time and practice.
This year we have one other department
very much strengthened over last year.
That is speed. With the addition of three
or four fast, clever men, new yet experi-

Eat at the "QUAKER CAFETERIA," Exchange Building, Third and 11111 Sts., Los Angeles
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enced, all departments appear well fortified.
One more requisite and our hopes will
surely be fulfilled. Let that requisite be
WORKING IN UNISON. A helpful
spirit and a sacrificing effort will'always
accomplish more than discord and individnal effort. May we have our possibilities
in view and strive hard.
—Coach White.

ATHLETICS
College opened with the athletic situation bright and promising. Due to the
splendid efforts of the alumni, ably seconded by the college board, enough money was
raised during the summer to enlarge Had.
ley Field to neatly double its former size,
erect training quarters and bleachers and
to enclose the whole within a high board
fence. The impetus that this has given to
athletics can be distinctly felt throughout
the whole school. The field and training
quarters were awaiting the football men at
the opening of school, and the work of
building the bleachers and putting up the
fence is practically completed.
Another thing which will tend to advance
the standard of athletic efficiency in college
this year is that every man in college is
eligible for all conference contests. This
will permit a number of men in the preparatory department to compete who have not
had that privilege heretofore, and will
greatly strengthen some of on weaker
teams, noticeably track. Almost the entire
credit for gaining this valuable concession
from the conference committee belongs to
Prof. Muchmore, our Student Body representative, who so ably laid our desire before the committee, that it was granted
without a single dissenting voice. We
heartily thank the members of the committees from the other colleges for their kind
and generous action in the matter.
So, with all that could he desired in the

way of equipment, and more men than ever
before to pick the teams from, we confidently look forward to the coming year as
the brightest in the athletic history of the
college.
Let every man get out and see what he
can do and let us have the undivided support of a loyal Student Body. These two
things will do more to raise the athletic
standard in Whittier College than all others
combined.
Foot bait'
The opening of the school year found a
majority of last year's 'Varsity again in
college and considerable new material on
hand besides. This last consisted of local
inexperienced and veteran men, and these
together with the membe-s of last years
team, made a fair-sized squad for Coach
White to work over and develop.
Practice began immediately and it was
soon evident that Whittier would have the
strongest team in her history: The large
number of last season's squad gave steadiness to the more inexperienced players and
the addition of several fast, scrappy men
put more snap and ginger into the ordinarily monotonous drill and grind of signal
practice.
Among the new men, Bogue from Indiana-is probably the fastest. He plays a half
position with speed and precision. Owing
to change of climate he has not been in
the best of shape so far this, year, so we
may look for him to show up even better
than now towards the middle of the season.
Perhaps his strongest point is his punting
ability.
McCaslin and French are two men from
Whittier High School. Mac was a member of the squad two years ago, but played
on the High School team last year. He is
a half of exceptional ability and is always
in the game. He is at his best in carrying
the ball through a scattered field. French

WHEN YOU'RE HUNGRY, eat at the CENTRAL CAFE, 109 West Philadelphia Street.
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plays either an end or a half position equally well. He has played four years of High
School football and knows the game. As
captain of the High School team last year
he gained the reputation of keeping his
head and playing the game every minute
We could use more men of this stamp.
Holton, the veteran center of the team
three years ago, is again in school and is
holding down his old berth. In addition to
being accurate in passing, he makes a practice of breaking through the line and going
down the field as fast as the ends. This is
no -easy task for a center and it takes a
Class A man to do it.
Sharpless, end, Hazzard and Davis,
tackles, and Marshburn, guard, are some
of the inexperienced men who may do
things. Sharpless is very fast in addition
to being heavy and his basket ball experience stands him in good stead. Hazzard
and Marshburn and Davis are lighter, but
their speed may win their monograms.
These new men, with Captain Pickett,
Rennecker, Blount and others, were added
in the second or third week of school.
Raymond, Green and Crites, and later Henderson and Hiatt rolled in. This gives us a
lineup which, though rather light on paper,
looks as good to us as any in the south,
and now it is up to us to make our apparent
strength an actual fact.
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October 29—Pomona at Claremont.
November 5—Redlands University at
Redlands.
November 12-U. S. C. at Whittier.
It is also the intention of the manager
to procure a game for Thanksgiving -Day
to be played on Hadley Field. Just what
team can be secured for that date he is at
present unable to state.
Gaines
Although handicapped to some extent by
the lack of a strong scrub for the first
team to scrimmage with, Coach White is
trying to overcome this difficulty by frequent practice games both before and during the conference schedqle. Two games
of this character have been played with the
State School, one on our grounds and one
on theirs. Both were College victories, the
scores being 18 to 5 in the first contest and
13 to 2 in the second. This is considered
a fair showine, as the State School has a
strong team and our whole squad was given
an opportunity to get into the game. The
team at present does some brilliant individual playing, but is not yet working as a
unit. Coach White can readily remedy this
difficulty, however, when he gets the first
team definitely picked, and by the first conference game everything ought to be running smoothly.

Football Schedule Manager Marshburn has made out the
following schedule for the season. While
it is practically complete as far as the more
important contests are concerned, several
practice games with the larger High
Schools will in all probability be added
later:
October 8—Long Peach High School at
Long Beach.
October 15—Occidental at Whittier. October 22—Ontario High School at
Whittier.

Whittier vs. Long Beach High
The first scheduled contest was played
with Long Beach High, October 8, on their
'rounds. While the game finally resulted
in a victory for the college, 13 to 12, it was
a bad exhibition of college football.
Our men were over-confident, expecting
a walkawav, while Long Beach knew if
they would do anything they must play
their hardest, and they deserve credit for
the way they went at it. On the first play
fter the kickoff, our ends allowed them

PUBLIC CARRIAGE For city and surrounding country, J. W.WILMORE, Phone 357, Office- 110
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to work the old "shoestring" play, and the
speedy little Long Beach flanker went over
the line for a touchdown. This seemed to
daze our fellows, and Long Beach advanced
the ball almost at will towards the close of
the first quarter. Long, captain of the
Beach team, executed a neat field goal from
the 35-yard line. Score first quarter, 9 to
o in favor of Long Beach. In the second
period Long Beach was unable to cross
the line, but Long sent the pigskin between
the bars for three more points.
Between the halves, Coach White told
the team what he thought of them. In this
he was ably seconded by Prof. Wilson and
the team went back on the field prepared
to retrieve themselves and the honor of the
college:
Although the college did not score in
the third quarter, Long Beach ceased to
become formidable. Whittier had the ball
almost at the goal line, but it was lost on
a fumble and Long Beach punted to safer
territory. The line was strengthened with
three fresh men in the last quarter and
things began to happen right away. Long
Beach was powerless to resist the fierce
rushes of our backs, and in seven or eight
minutes we had secured two touchdowns
and a kick from placement. This gave us
the game by a margin of one point.
Although the game looked for a time as
if it might prove disastrous to the college,
it served its turn well and did the boys
much more good than an easy victory would
have done.
Over-confidence will ruin any team, and
it is much better to lose in a practice game
than in a conference contest, where our
chances for winning the championship
might be impaired.
Those who played in the game were:
Captain Pickett; Raymond and Hiatt,
tackles; French, Green and Sharpless, ends;
Bogue, McCaslin and French, halves: Henderson, Blount, Hazzard and Marshhuni,

guards; Renneker, full; Crites, quarter, and
Holton, center. The Long Beach lineup
could not he learned, but at least two full
teams were placed in the field.
Wilson of Pasadena High refereed the
game in a very satisfactory manner.
Whittier o, Occidental o
The first conference game of the season
was played with Occidental on Hadley
Field October t, and ended in a tie score.
Although it had rained for several days
previous to the game and even up to a
few minutes of the call of time, the field
was in fair shape, though very slow. The
game was very evenly contested throughout and a spectacular one from the standpoint of the bleacherite. Occidental possessed the advantage of greater weight, and
while \\Thitticr's speed offset this to some
extnt, on account of the condition of the
field, fast playing was almost impossible.
What might have happened is always problemalical, but it' the opinion of many, Whittier would have had decidedly the best of
the bargain cu a fast field.
Occidental kicked off. Whittier received
the kick on the twenty-yard line. Several
ineffectual attempts were made to advance
the ball, and Bogue was forced to punt.
Occidental bucked the line for small gains,
but lost the ball on a fumble. Fierce line
niainder of the quarter the ball was kept
in the middle of the field, neither side being
able to gain consistently.
The second quarter opened with a determined rush on the part of Occidental. Whittier braced and held. Occidental for downs,
but lost the ball on a fumble. Fiercee line
rushes by Oxy backs and a penalty awarded
on account of over-eagerness of our linemen brought the ball to our ten-yard line.
There our line held and the strongest
rushes of Occidental's backs were not sufficient to advance the ball a foot. The

You forget that hungry feding at the CENTRAL CAFF, 109 West Philadelphia Street.
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quarter ended with the ball in Whittier's
possession, on the io-yard inc.
Both teams came back strong, but the
game was beginning to tell on Occidental.
The ball see-sawed back and forth in the
middle of the field. Quarterback runs were
Occidental's main distance gains and these
and forward passes also constituted Whittier's offense.
The Whittier ends have mastered the difficulties of this play, and several substantial gains were made through its use. In
the last quarter Raymond broke loose for
what seemed certain to result in a touchclown, but he was called back and Whittier penalized. This last quarter witnessed
a spectacular punting contest between
Bradbeer and Pogue, with honors fairly
even. Throughout the game Occidental
used the old style of play almost entirely,
while Whittier was prohibited from open
play by the slowness of the field.
Bradbeer was Oxy's star man. Bogue
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and McCaslin played the most brilliant
game for Whittier, though the whole team
played good, consistent football. With the
weeks of practice yet before us, Whittier's
chances look brighter than ever. Who will
be conference champions of 1910? Whittier, we hope, so let everybody work together for the best interests of team and
school.
The lineup:
Raymond
R.E.L.....Dill, Brown
Hiatt, Pickett ..... R.T.L
J Smart
Crites
R.G.L.W. Smart
Holton
C
Patterson
Henderson, White.. L.G.R.. .Jones, Fiefield
Renneker, Hiatt... L.T.R .
Landreth
Green
L.E.R. .Osborne, Yakely
Pogue
Seay
Q
French
R.H.L. .... Kirkpatrick
McCaslin
L.N.R.Hopkins
Pickett, Renneker.. . F.. Wieman, Bradbeer
Time of quarter, 15 minutes; Referee,
Wilson; Haines, umpire.

*-.

Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A. NOTES
The Young Women's Christian Association is just launching out on what promises to be a very successful year. The
membership includes almost if not every
girl in College and the attendance at the
Wednesday morning prayer meetings has
been very encouraging.
We are fortunate in having chosen for
our president Miss Frances Williams, and
with such a leader at the helm, great things
are expected fcr this year.
Each girl has been placed on some committee and we should all fall cheerfully
and faithfully into line.
The climax of the year's work is reached
when the Capitola Conference is held, and
while we are looking eagerly ahead to that
and planning carefully so that many

delegates may be sent we cannot afford to overlook the smaller duties lying
around us which are perhaps less spectacular in their nature, and it is a source of
great satisfaction to see the Association
work continually finding channels of practical work and helpfulness, for if the Y. W.
C. A. work means anything in college life,
it must elevate the commonplace and lend
dignity to the homely duties. Besides providing food for the spiritual life, the Y
W. C. A. must also give much attention
to the physical life, on which the spiritual
condition greatly depends.
Cabinet meetings are held every Tues(lay afternoon at 4 o'clock, and since the
soirituality of the prayer meetings cannot
rise above that of the cabinet, it is essential

RA! RA! RA! Frazier's Shoe Shop. Good work. Best Material. 117 W. Philadelphia. Phone 110
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for each girl to make an earnest effort to
be regularly present, and take part in the
devotions and discussions.
The pledge of the Whittier College Y.
W. C. A. is a simple one:
"Believing the Young Woman's Christian Association to be a vital force for
good in the life of a college girl, I desire
to become a member and promise to do all
that I can to make the association in Whittier College a success."
V. W. C. A. Officers
President—Frances Williams, 'ii.
Vice President—Lola M. Taber, ii.
Secretary—Mary Todd,'
Ic.
Treasurer—Hazel Cooper, '12.
Y.M.C.A.
With the beginning of the school year
the Young Men's Christian Association began its activities. Our annual "Get Ac-

quainted" social was held this year on the
new athletic field and by the light of a full
moon the Freshmen and the new professors were initiated with various stunts. A
watermelon feast was later enjoyed.
The association aims to develop allaround men. The athlete, the student, the
man who is trying to follow Christ's example in his daily life, is the combination of
qualities the association stands for.
The meetings this year have been extremely interesting and the attendance is
the best it has ever been. Some of the
best meetings have been led by Faculty
members and the help and interest of the
Faculty is always felt.
The officers are:
President, John Pearson, 'ii
Vice President, Milton White, '12.
Secretary and Treasurer, Bailey Howard,
'I 3.

YOUNG LADIES GLEE CLUB
The Young Ladies' Glee Club has begun
its third year with every prospect of a successful season. Many of the old "stand
by's" of last year are not in the club, but
their places are being filled with very able
successors. The club held an election of
officers, which resulted as follows:
Jessie Davis, president.

Claire Edwards, vice president and manager.
Lola Taber, secretary and treasurer.
Sarah Kelsey, librarian.
The club expects to give two or three
concerts later in the year, but on account
of "The Messiah," hard practice will not
be begun until later on.

Lamor & Hamilton
Cater to your wants whether they be

Candies

Ice Cream

Sherbets

They appreciate your patronage

Phone 48

108 E. Philadelphia
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ATHENAEUM
The Athanaeuni Literary Society of the
College has been reorganized. The time of
the first meeting was given over to the
election of officers for the new semesters
Those elected were:
President—Bailey Howard.
Vice President—John Pearson.
Secretary—Geneva Graham.
Treasurer—Maude Starbuck.
Critic—Samuel Pickett.
Vice Critic—Agatha Jessup.
Marshal—Herbert Haskins.
The first literary program was held on
October 9.

The program for the evening was as follows:
Music—Male Quartette: Henry Whitlock, Jesse Stanfield, Bailey Howard, Hadley Kelsey.
Book Review—Maude Starbuck.
Moving Picture Stories—Frances Williams.
Music—Male Quartette.
The society is starting out very enthusiastically, and it is the determination of all
the members to make it even more interesting and instructive than it was last year.

ALUMNI NOTES
Dr. L. A. Test and Inez Greene, 04
were married July 26, 1910, at the home
of the bride's parents, Dr. and Mrs. L. M.
Greene. Miss Mabel Smith, 'o6, acted as
maid of honor. Dr. and Mrs. Test are
now at home in Rolla, Mo., where Dr. Test
teaches in the Missouri School of Mines.
Our best wishes go with them.
The engagement of Edward Thomas, '07.
and Elsie Glasgow, ex-'i2, has been an-

Cutting across the front lawn is not very
likely to wet your feet, but it may hurt
the grass.
The "Scrub" team is so named because
the 'Varsity uses it to mop up the ground
with every evening or so.

nounced and the date of the wedding is
October 20th, 1910.
We note with sadness the death of
Charles Albert Tebbetts, father of Professor Charles E. Tebbetts. Our sympathy
is extended to the Tebbetts family.
Madeline C. Todd, born September i.
1910, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul E. Todd, 'o
and 'io.
Josephine Harriett Siemon, born July 3.
1910, to Alfred and Inez Bennett Siemon.
07.

Describe the Freshman class meeting as
overheard by a Sophomore.
Being in the Math, room, the first meeting sounded like the solution of an equation in the fourth dimension, run off backward on a phonograph. In short, it was
utter confusion and babble.

MORGAN EAGLE BRAND OYSTERS, at the CENTRAL CAFF, 169 West Philadelphia Street.
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First Semester opens September 12, 1910. Second Semester
January 30, 1911. An increased faculty—better equipments than
ever before—valuable apparatus added to laboratories--library
constantly growing. Courses offered: Classical, Social Science,
Natural Science and Biblical with fifteen departments of study:
Music, Vocal Expression and Art. Our work is fully accredited
at the State University and Stanford. The Biblical Course has
been enlarged and fully equipped.
Aim—To give a thorough college training under influences
that develop noble character.
Faculty—Chosen for academic fitness and Christian character.

R

Equipment—Buildings, Hall of Letters, Gymnasium, Dormitories, Girls' Cottage, Laboratories, Chemical, Physical, Biological, Library, Athletic Field.

C
0
L
L
E
G
E

Location—Beautiful Campus, healthful surroundings; removed from the temptations of a great city, yet near enough for
its educational advantages.
The College is now enoying its most prosperous year with
increased enrollment, additional buildings, strengthened faculty.
Correspondence solicited. Visitors welcome.

THOMAS

NEWLIN

PR ESI DENT

Whittier, Cal.
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WH ITTI ER

HOME

Making money—to know where you
make it, when you make it and why
you make it—requires business system.

One dollar's worth of pleasure, if that
dollar be the first one invested in a bank
account, will result in many dollars in
gooj cheer and contentment in the days to

By having an account with this bank
you will be enabled to know all the whys
and wherefores of every expense item.

come

SAVINGS

BANK

NATIONAL BANK
genuity to the construction of a clock that
will stop at nine on Sunday evening?
J. Stanfield—It is I.

Echoes from "Foolish Questions" at the
Soph-Fresh Party:
Who will major in Campustry in the
Class of 1913?
W. C. G.—It is I.
What person will be the most gracious
successor of Carrie Nation?
V. R.—It is I.
What inventive person will lend his in-

CLEANING

What does the screen in front of the
bleachers signify?
It is there for the purpose of keeping
the over-enthusiastic spectator from wildly
climbing out to the field at crucial moments.

MALCHO
A line

REPAIRING

PRESSING

THE UP-TO-DATE
TAI LOR

of Gents' Furnishing Goods sold at lowest prices.

Give us a trial and see how we will treat you.

J. L. MALCHO,
Home Phone 90

Stvdio Established 1900

103

Farm Implements
Wagons

Ramsey 's Studio

Gas Engines
Wind Mills

For Artistic Prtra its

North Greenleaf Ave.

00•
WHIPS

ROBES

HARNESS
Harness Repairs

109 1-2 South Greenleaf

Horse Covers
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Engraving

Designing

Berry's Sanitary Market
Nothing but the choicest of government

Will A. Smith's Print Shop
Printing that is up to a standard
Not down to a price

inspected refrigerated meats handled.
GreenCut Bone for Poultry.
FrdshF'ish Fridays.
GEO. W. BERRr, Proprietor

Printing

Fine Stationery

209 E. Philadelphia St.
Home Phone 74
Ladies' and Gents' Garments French Chemically Dry Cleaned, Steam
rder
Gents' Suits Made to OrderCleaned, Dyed, Altered Repaired and Prssed

CITY DYE WORKS

Prof Lewis—What did you take in Bible
Prof
last year?
Fern Cox—We took the life of Moses.
When you tell "Fat" a concentrated lye
you are giving him soft soap.

Mrs. D.—It is almost impossible to be
happy in a dark room, isn't it?
H. C.—It depends on whether you are
alone or not.
Whybark, Muchmore Nanny?
WE'LL EXPLAIN THE DIFFERENCE

Sporting Goods

I
0

Guns, Ammunition

II'
I
0
z
Ill

and Pocket Cutlery
as good as the best

Farmers Hardware Co.
Phone 30

105-107 N. Greenleaf Ave.

FRED
FRESH

3

0

0
1 1 III
01
Between the various blends of co-Fee, tea, etc., if
you desire, We don't handle the "near pure"
kind of groceries. Try our coffee as a sample of
our grocery service.

J. H. GWIN

GRAVES
FOR - THE BEST IN
FRUIS AND VEGETABL_ES
107 'IV. RHILADLF'HIA ST.
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Wood Bros.
GOOD CLOTHES

Hand Tailored Suits and Overcoats
Full Dress and Tuxedo Suits for Men and Young Men
3+3 S. Spring St., Los Angeles

Prof. Lewis—Yes, we owe much to the
North American Indians, especially for the
invention of Indian corn.
A. M. A.—Say, Sam, if I rub your pontpadour the wrong way, will you spark?

THE FAMILY
Suits Dry Cleaned, $1.1 0
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Whittier Steam Laundry
I H C) NJ E

Home Phone z81

O1
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E. Phila. St.

Nothing but a good class of entertainment for good, clean people. A
clean house, with noihing but moral
pictures. Fumigated during every
program.
C. H. KEIPP, Propr.

Robbins & Petton

J. N. Woodard
Quality Grocery
Best 25c Coffee in Town
Prompt Delivery

Corner Druggists
Free Delivery

Phone
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If the Records of Whittier
College are as good as "Victor Records,"
Whittier will always be on the winning
side. Come down and look into our "records." Might bring your friends, too.
Plenty of music for all.

S. H. BELL

Baldwin & Bell
IF=

E. Philadelphia Si.,

V

U
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REAL ESTATE
CALL ON OR ADDRESS US
107

The Caldwell-Thornburgh Piano Co.
zio

L. M. BALDWIN

E. Philadelphia S.

Agents

WHITTIER, CAL.

for ORCHARD DALE TRACT

Whittier, Cal.

Home Phone 22o

Blount in Psych.—I heard of a man that
had a piece of a calf's brain grafted into
hi8 brain.
Prof.—That's easy to believe. Lots of
people act like they have had a similar
operation.
Just notice how soon some of the new
students will begin racking their brains for
excuses to keep out of the gym, when now
they spend part of study periods swinging

on the rings. It all depends on whether
a person is supposed to do a thing or not,
how gladly he'll do it.
B. H.—Doc, how's your school work
coming?
Doc.—A few more days and it will be
all right.
B. H.—How will a few days affect it?
Doc.—By that time I will be so far behind I can pursue my studies.
wu
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The Whittier Pharmacy is the Student's Drug Store
We carry a full line of College Books, Bibles, Stationery, fine
Perfumes, Toilet Articles, Imported and Domestic Soaps, etc.

R. S. BATTERSBV, PROPR.

L. LANDREmH & CO.
Hay, Grain, Feed, Coal, Wood, Seeds, Salt and Ponitty Supplies, Wholesale and Retail
i.rS

North Comstock Avenue

Linkletter & Tyler

Phone

Whittier, California
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Lumber and Mill Co.
ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIAL
AND MILL WORK

Phone 47

121

North Milton
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DR. HOMER G. ROSENBERGER
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DR. G. H. FLANDERS

Physician and Surgeon
Hours

2

to 4 P. rn. and by Appointment

Dentist

DR. C. C. BENNETT
The Osteopath

H. P. WILSON, P. S.

DR. LEVI D. JOHNSON
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialist
Errors of Refraction Scientifically
Corrected
218 E. Philadelphia St.
DR. RAY
Specialty—Diseases of Stomach
and Kidneys
Phone 192 Office Rooms and Residence
WHITTIER, CAL.
Postoffice Block

Berry Block

Phone 78

Res. 216 N. Bright

Phone 84

DR. J. T. PENROSE
Osteopathic Phisician
Office Over Myers Bros. Store, Landreth
Block

DR. MARY KRAFT
Osteopath

DR. C. C. WILLIAMS

M. G. McCASLIN

Dentist

Attorney at Law
w,w',wwww,

BRYAN - ZIMMER

CO.

Furniture, Carpets, etc.

White Sewing Machines

Remember our

Edison Phonographs and Records

Advertisers

"CALORIC" Fireless Cookers
Phone 72
WWW

bR E. Philadelphia
W

W

W

WWWWW

You can depend upon what our advertisers tell you
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MATTESON

M. J. KALIHER

"The Woodcrafter"

The Corner JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

Phone 165

210 E. Philadelphia

Novelties, Picture Framing,
Artistic Things, Wood
Brass and Copper
If you don't believe water is King, look
at the front campus. Mr. Farquhar has
certainly improved the desert that used to
exist there, until now it rivals the Freshies
for greenness.
Mr. Montgomery, the painter, said he
thought coming to Whittier College was an
up hill job.

We make a specialty of Jewelry and
Watch Repairing and Optic Work.
Please don't forget us when looking
a selection for Xmas presents.

Dr. Coffin stated that one out of every
fifty people is dependent in Indiana, while
only one in seventy-two is dependent in California, but this small percentage is increasing. Prof. Wilcox accounts for the increase by the many Indiana people that are
constantly coming out here.

Spalding Athletic Goods are Standard
A. G. SFALDING & BROS.
435 SOUTH SPRING STREET

LOS

ANGELES,

CAL.

THE

EDISON PEOPLE
AT YOUR SERVICE

E

ELECTRICI IY 3

GAS
FOR

FOR

HEATING
AND

POWER AND

COOKING

COOKING

121

E. Philadelphia St.

.

00
I4AIN3O2t

8637<
1?'

LIGHT

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON CO.
Phone 14.

1I1j1Y1'RD

337 3LOSAN6ELE33T.
L03 ANGELES, CA¼L.
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KLINGBERG

&

CO.

The safe place to trade, Satisfaction or your money back
Dry Goods, Shoes, Furnishing Goods.
Expert Fitter
The largest Sboe Shop in Wbittier.

H. S. ROWLEV
New and Second Hand FURNITURE
Phone 369

208

E. Philadelphia St.

Student government was again adopted

ter by the faculty, that is no' reason that

this year. While there was some discus-

strident government should ever be aban-

sion about its success last year, the fact

doned. Going back to old customs is usu-

that it was again adopted this year is elo-

ally consdered a backward step and Whit-

quent. While the actual "policing" that is

tier does not retreat—She advances!

at times necessary might be carried out bet-

Humphrey-Daggett Hardware Co.
BUILDERS' HARDWARE, STOVES, RANGES,
PLUMBING, ELECTRIC WIRING, TIN WORK,
PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS
i 24-I z6

West Philadelphia Street
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